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2 Technological, legal, ethical and practical
considerations
This section discusses the technological, legal, ethical and practical considerations of
engaging in counselling online.

2.1 Security and confidentiality

A core ethical requirement of counselling is that it is done securely and confidentially
(BACP, 2018, section 55). However, it needs to be understood that ‘absolute security in
the digital world does not exist’ (BACP, 2019a, p. 6). What this means is that counsellors
need to take steps to maximise the security and hence confidentiality of any data from
clients. Activity 4 will help you learn more about what this means.

Activity 4: Maximising data security
Allow approximately 10 minutes

Match the following security aims with the recommended actions listed below:
Protection against an electronic data breach by the provider/platform

Protection against an electronic data breach by third parties

Protection against a physical data breach

Match each of the items above to an item below.
Use providers and electronic platforms that meet the privacy and quality
standards for healthcare digital communication

Avoid using unsecured Wi-Fi; keep firewalls and virus protection up-to-date; use
password protection and encryption; work with clients to ensure that they are
also taking steps to protect against a data breach

Ensure that communication with clients cannot be overheard or seen

2.2 GDPR, contracting and insurance
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GDPR compliance with online working
Counsellors and counselling organisations in the UK must already comply with the
General Data Protection Regulation and the Data Protection Act 2018 (GDPR) – further
information about this can be found in the further resources section.
One of the requirements of GDPR is that anyone who processes personal data needs to
take sufficient steps to protect it from a physical or electronic data breach, as you explored
in Activity 4. Another requirement is that clients explicitly consent to the counsellor
keeping counselling-related data: this may have implications for counsellors who are
moving to working online with clients for the first time.
Consider this further in Activity 5.

Activity 5: Data when working online
Allow approximately 10 minutes

Answer the following questions in the space below:

1. What data do you normally collect about the clients that you work with face-to-
face?

2. Is there any data that you might need to collect from your clients in order to work
online that you do not normally hold, such as an email address or additional
phone numbers?

3. Are you storing data about clients in a differently way compared to how you would
usually? Perhaps you are you storing data electronically rather than on paper, or
using your own PC rather than one in the counselling centre?

4. Is your online therapy creating data that is different or new for your practice, such
as text-based counselling content?

Provide your answer...

Discussion
If your answer to any of these questions suggests that you might be collecting or
storing new or different data, you may need to amend your counselling consent form
and data privacy information to reflect this. You may also need to think about taking
additional steps to ensure the security of client data: for example, do you have a child
who sometimes uses the computer you now use for online counselling?

Do you need to recontract/change how you con-
tract?
As suggested above, you may need to amend existing contracts in order to meet
requirements related to GDPR for online counselling. You will also need to discuss with
clients exactly how you will engage in online counselling. This includes not only how you
will work together (for example, which platform?) but also:
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● ground rules and boundaries for communication (for example, is email contact only
for communicating about appointment attendance, and how quickly are counsellors
expected to respond to client communication?)

● agreeing on a ‘plan B’ if the agreed means of communication fails (such as talking on
the phone rather than a video call)

● discussing confidentiality of online counselling, including what the client needs to do
to maintain their data security, and how the counsellor manages security and issues
related to GDPR

● how to keep a formal record of consent given by clients to the terms and conditions of
the online therapy.

It could be useful to create a written document to send to clients that includes this kind of
information, possibly as additional clauses to your existing contract.

Are you covered to work online?
It is also important to check that your professional liability insurance covers you for online
work, as well as any limitations to such cover – for example, for clients who do not live in
the UK. Organisations that are moving to online working should also check their own
insurance.

2.3 Assessing counsellors’ competence for online
working
As Fiona Ballantine-Dykes suggested in her welcome message, a critical ethical
requirement for all counsellors who are moving to working online with clients is to assess
their competence to do so: in other words, are you able to work safely and effectively with
clients online? It is important to discuss this with your supervisor.
Activity 6 explores this further.

Activity 6: Working online with clients
Allow approximately 20 minutes

Listen to this extract of a conversation between online counselling specialist Sarah
Worley James and Sally Brown, editor of BACP magazine Therapy Today, as they
discuss how counsellors should decide about working online with clients.

Audio content is not available in this format.

Sally argues that counsellors and psychotherapists should – in the emergency context
of coronavirus – not be discouraged from working online with existing clients if those
counsellors fall into which of the following categories?

o The counsellor is already working with the client.
o The counsellor is struggling financially due to coronavirus.
o The counsellor is being told by supervisors that this is what they need to do.
o The counsellor is experienced.
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o The counsellor does not want to abandon clients in a time of national
emergency.

o The counsellor has an established therapy relationship with the client.
Discussion
Abandoning clients is of course ethically wrong (although risk related to abandoning
clients must be balanced with the potential risk related to working in a new way) – but
this was not mentioned by Sally in this extract. The negative financial impact of
coronavirus on counsellors and psychotherapists, as well as counselling organisa-
tions, is unknown at the time of publication (April 2020), but it is likely to be huge.
However, ethically the decision to work online at this time must be driven by the client’s
needs, rather than those of the counsellor or organisation.

What does Sarah suggest that anyone moving their work with clients online needs to
consider?

o ‘Do I have password-protected Wi-Fi?’
o ‘What is my level of competence?’
o ‘Do I have a private space at home that I can work in?’
o ‘How familiar am I with technology?’
o ‘What is my experience level?’
o ‘How can I securely process online payments?’
o ‘Will my online practice meet ethical requirements?’

Discussion
The practical aspects of providing counselling online are of course important, but
Sarah suggests that the core factors that should drive any decision about engaging in
online counselling are ethics and competence.

Sarah suggests alternatives to offering online counselling. What are they?

Provide your answer...

Discussion
Sarah suggests that rather than feeling pressured into providing online counselling,
counsellors and psychotherapists could choose to offer checking-in support that
focuses on helping clients to cope, as well as signposting clients to helpful online
resources. (The further resources section of this course includes a link with more
information about what this type of support might look like.)

2.4 Assessing (existing) client appropriateness for
online counselling
It is, of course, not just the counsellor’s suitability for working online that needs to be
assessed. It’s also critical to consider whether online therapy is the right medium for the
client.
What factors might influence this decision? Activity 7 explores this question.
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Activity 7: Client suitability
Allow approximately 15 minutes

Look at the following statements. Are they suitable for working online?
(Don’t worry about the notes that read (T), (P) and (PS) – these will be explained in the
discussion at the end of the activity.)
The client has a laptop with a camera and headset that is password-protected and has
up-to-date virus protection and secure Wi-Fi. (T)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client is not able to easily express themselves in writing, for example due to
arthritis or dyslexia. (P)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client has sufficient hearing to manage phone and video conferencing. (T)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client is not experiencing any issues with reality testing: that is, they are able to
objectively evaluate their own feelings and thoughts against external reality; this is
distinct from a state of psychosis. (PS)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client is very keen to engage with online counselling and says that the best time to
have an appointment is in the morning, while they are looking after their five-year-old
twins. (P)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client is not presenting with high risk, for example related to suicide. (PS)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client is not able or willing to provide you with GP contacts, emergency contacts
and details of emergency services in their area. (PS)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client has difficulty accessing space at home where they can talk without being
overheard or interrupted. (P)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client has sole access to a computer, tablet or smartphone. (T)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client is anxious about using computers, smartphones and the like. (T)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
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The client’s main presenting concern is their partner, with whom they live; the client
talks about how controlling and jealous their partner is. (PS)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
The client and counsellor have agreed clear and appropriate steps about how to
proceed in the event of an emergency. (PS)
¡ Potentially suitable
¡ Potentially not suitable
Discussion
It is important to assess suitability along several dimensions:

● (T) = Technological: Is the client open to and comfortable with working online?
Do they have appropriate equipment and technical skills?

● (P) = Practical: Does the client have a suitable space to engage in online
counselling – is it private, where they will not be overheard or interrupted, for
example by children or partners?

● (PS) = Psychological suitability: Is the client presenting with an appropriate
level of risk for working online? Is there is a clear agreement about steps to take in
the event of an emergency? Are there any factors in the client presentation that
might make accessing counselling from their home potentially risky?

In relation to psychological suitability for online counselling, the BACP’s competences
for telephone and e-counselling (2016a, p. 4) state that it is important to assess for
psychological difficulties and presenting problems that may make it harder for clients to
make effective use of telephone and e-counselling. These include:

● clients who need a high level of care and support
● clients struggling to function
● clients who present a high level of risk (such as suicide or self-harm)
● evidence of poor reality-testing
● evidence of strong transference reactions that may be difficult to contain
● evidence of a tendency to challenge boundaries and/or present in a fragmented

and inconsistent manner across time or medium of communication.

Pause for reflection
Does the current context have implications about how risk might be both assessed and
managed for your clients? For example, consider changes in how GPs or mental health
services are currently offering services. (This may not be relevant for your work with clients
– but if it is, you might consider discussing the implications with supervisors and, if
appropriate, clients.)

You should now move on to Topic 3: General considerations for online counselling.
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